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Abstract
Computational results demonstrate that posterior sampling for reinforcement learning
(PSRL) dramatically outperforms existing algorithms driven by optimism, such as UCRL2.
We provide insight into the extent of this performance√boost and the phenomenon that
drives it. We leverage this insight to establish an Õ(H SAT ) Bayesian regret bound for
PSRL in finite-horizon episodic Markov decision
processes. This improves upon the best
√
previous Bayesian regret bound of Õ(HS AT ) for any reinforcement learning algorithm.
Our theoretical results are supported by extensive empirical evaluation.

1. Introduction
We consider the reinforcement learning problem in which an agent interacts with a Markov
decision process with the aim of maximizing expected cumulative reward (Burnetas and
Katehakis, 1997). Key to performance is how the agent balances between exploration to
acquire information of long-term benefit and exploitation to maximize expected near-term
rewards. In principle, dynamic programming can be applied to compute the Bayes-optimal
solution to this problem (Guez et al., 2014). However, this is computationally intractable
for anything beyond the simplest of toy problems. As such, researchers have proposed and
analyzed a number of heuristic reinforcement learning algorithms.
The literature on efficient reinforcement learning offers statistical efficiency guarantees
for computationally tractable algorithms. These provably efficient algorithms (Kearns and
Singh, 2002; Brafman and Tennenholtz, 2002; Kakade, 2003) predominantly address the
exploration-exploitation trade-off via optimism in the face of uncertainty (OFU): when at
a state, the agent assigns to each action an optimistically biased estimate of future value
and selects the action with the greatest estimate. If a selected action is not near-optimal,
the estimate must be overly optimistic, in which case the agent learns from the experience.
Efficiency relative to less sophisticated exploration strategies stems from the fact that the
agent avoids actions that neither yield high value nor informative data.
An alternative approach, based on Thompson sampling (Thompson, 1933), involves
sampling a statistically plausibly set of action values and selecting the maximizing action.
These values can be generated, for example, by sampling from the posterior distribution over
MDPs and computing the state-action value function of the sampled MDP. This approach,
originally proposed in (Strens, 2000), is called posterior sampling for reinforcement learning
(PSRL). Computational results in (Osband et al., 2013) demonstrate that PSRL dramatically
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outperforms existing algorithms based on OFU. The primary aim of this paper is to provide
insight into the extent of this performance boost and the phenomenon that drives it.
We argue that applying OFU in a manner that competes with PSRL in terms of statistical
efficiency would require intractable computation. As such, OFU-based algorithms presented
in the literature sacrifice statistical efficiency to attain computational tractability. We will
explain how these existing√algorithms are statistically inefficient. We will also leverage this
insight to produce an Õ(H SAT ) expected regret bound for PSRL in finite-horizon√episodic
Markov decision processes. This improves upon the best previous bound of Õ(HS AT ) for
any√reinforcement learning algorithm. We discuss why we believe PSRL satisfies a tighter
Õ( HSAT ), though we have not proved that. We present computational results chosen
to enhance insight on how learning times scale with problem parameters. These empirical
scalings match our theoretical predictions.

2. Problem formulation
We consider the problem of learning to optimize a random finite-horizon MDP M ∗ =
(S,A,R∗,P ∗,H,ρ) over episodes of interaction, where S = {1, .., S} is the state space, A =
{1, .., A} is the action space, H is the horizon, and ρ is the initial state distribution. In each
time period h = 1, .., H within an episode, the agent observes state sh ∈ S, selects action
ah ∈ A, receives a reward rh ∼ R∗ (sh , ah ), and transitions to a new state sh+1 ∼ P ∗ (sh , ah ).
We note that this formulation, where the unknown MDP M ∗ is treated as itself a random
variable, is often called Bayesian reinforcement learning.
A policy µ is a mapping from state s ∈ S and period h = 1, .., H to action a ∈ A. For
each MDP M and policy µ we define the state-action value function for each period h:


QM
µ,h (s, a) := EM,µ

H
X



rM (sj , aj ) sh = s, ah = a ,

(1)

j=h

where rM (s, a) = E[r|r ∼ RM (s, a)]. The subscript µ indicates that actions over periods
M (s) := QM (s, µ(s, h)). A policy
h + 1, . . . , H are selected according to the policy µ. Let Vµ,h
µ,h
M (s) for all s ∈ S and h = 1, . . . , H.
µM is optimal for the MDP M if µM ∈ arg maxµ Vµ,h
Let Ht denote the history of observations made prior to time t. To highlight this time
evolution within episodes, with some abuse of notation, we let skh = st for t = (k − 1)H + h,
so that skh is the state in period h of episode k. We define Hkh analogously. An RL
algorithm is a deterministic sequence {πk |k = 1, 2, . . .} of functions, each mapping Hk1 to a
probability distribution πk (Hk1 ) over policies, from which the agent samples a policy µk for
the kth episode. We define the regret incurred by an RL algorithm π up to time T to be
dT /He
∗

Regret(T, π, M ) :=

X

∆k ,

(2)

k=1

where ∆k denotes regret over the kth episode, defined with respect to true MDP M ∗ by
∆k :=

X

∗

∗

M
ρ(s)(VµM
∗ ,1 (s) − Vµ ,1 (s))
k

(3)

S
∗

with µ∗ = µM . Note that regret is random since it depends on the random MDP M ∗ ,
on the random sampling of policies, and, through the history Hk1 , on previous transitions
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and rewards. We will assess and compare algorithm performance in terms of the Bayesian
expected regret. Unfortunately in this short paper we do not have room for a proper
discussion of the related problem formulations, including finite vs infinite horizon (Bartlett
and Tewari, 2009) regret vs sample complexity (Kakade, 2003) and Bayesian vs frequentist
guarantees (Kolter and Ng, 2009; Osband et al., 2013).

3. Why are existing optimistic algorithms inefficient?
Before each episode, a typical OFU algorithm constructs a confidence set to represent the
range of MDPs that are statistically plausible given prior knowledge and observations. Then,
a policy is selected by maximizing value simultaneously over policies and MDPs in this
set. The agent then follows this policy over the episode. It is interesting to contrast this
approach against PSRL where instead of maximizing over a confidence set, PSRL samples a
single statistically plausible MDP and selects a policy to maximize value for that MDP. In
this section, we discuss how and why existing OFU algorithms forgo the level of statistical
efficiency enjoyed by PSRL.

(a) MDPs to illustrate the scaling with S.

(b) MDPs to illustrate the scaling with H.

Figure 1: Simple enviroments designed to highlight potential problems with OFU-RL.
Before we launch into a more mathematical argument it is useful to gain some intuition
from a simple estimation problem. Consider a trivial MDP with A = 1, H = 2, S = 2N + 1
as described in Figure 1a. Every episode the agent transitions from s = 0 uniformly to
s ∈ {1, .., 2N } and receives a deterministic reward from {0, 1} depending upon this state.
The simplicity of these examples means even a naive monte-carlo estimate of the value
√
should concentrate 1/2 ± Õ(1/ n) after n episodes of interaction. Nonetheless, we will see
that confidence sets suggested by even state of the art OFU-RL such as UCRL (Jaksch
et al., 2010) will become incredibly mis-calibrated S grows.
To see how this problem occurs, consider
any algorithm for for model-based OFU-RL
that builds up confidence sets for each state
and action independently, such as UCRL.
Even if the estimates are tight in each state
and action, the resulting optimistic MDP,
simultaneously optimistic across each state
and action, may be far too optimistic. Geometrically these independent bounds form
a rectangular confidence√set. The corners
of this rectangle will be S misspecified to
the underlying distribution, an ellipse, when
Figure 2: Independent union bounds lead to
combined across S independent estimates.
loose rectangular confidence sets.
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Several algorithms for OFU-RL do exist which address this loose dependence upon S
(Strehl et al., 2006; Szita and Szepesvári, 2010). However, these algorithms depend upon a
partitioning of data for future value, which leads to a poor dependence upon the horizon H
1
or equivalently the effective horizon 1−γ
in discounted problems. We can use a similar toy
example from Figure 1b to understand why combining independently optimistic estimates
through time will contribute to a loose bound in H.
The natural question to ask is, “Why don’t we simply apply these observations to design
an optimistic algorithm which is simultaneously efficient in S and H?”. The first impediment
is that designing such an algorithm requires some new intricate concentration inequalities
and analysis. Doing this rigorously may be challenging, but we believe it will be possible
through a more careful application of existing tools to the insights we raise above. The
bigger challenge is that, even if one were able to formally specify such an algorithm, the
resulting algorithm may be computational intractable. As of the time of submission, we do
not attempt to prove this claim in a rigorous manner. However, in Appendix A we present
early arguments that establish a simlar result where total episodic rewards are only observed
at the end of the episode (Dani et al., 2008; Russo and Van Roy, 2014).
In Figure 3 we present a simple series of computational results to demonstrate this
looseness in both S and H. For the MDPs in Figure 1 we sample K = 1000 episodes of data
from the MDP and then examine the optimistic/sampled Q-values for UCRL2 and PSRL.
We implement a version of UCRL2 optimized for finite horizon MDPs and implement PSRL
with a uniform Dirichlet prior over the initial dynamics P (0, 1) = (p1 , .., p2N ) and a N (0, 1)
prior over rewards updating as if rewards had N (0, 1) noise. For both algorithms, if we say
that R or P are known then we mean that we use the true R or P inside UCRL2 or PSRL.
In each experiment, the estimates guided by OFU become extremely mis-calibrated, while
PSRL remains stable.

(a) R known, P unknown.
Vary N in Figure 1a.

(b) P known, R unknown.
Vary N in Figure 1a.

(c) R, P unknown.
Vary H in 1b

Figure 3: UCRL2 leads to miscalibrated optimism, PSRL does not.
The results of Figure 3b are particularly revealing. They demonstrates the potential
pitfalls of OFU-RL even when the underlying transition dynamics entirely known. Several
OFU algorithms have been proposed to remedy the loose UCRL-style L1 concentration from
transitions (Filippi et al., 2010; Araya et al., 2012; Dann and Brunskill, 2015) but none of
these address the inefficiency from hyper-rectangular confidence sets. These loose confidence
sets lead to extremely poor performance. We push full results to Appendix B along with
comparison to several other OFU approaches.
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4. Posterior sampling for reinforcement learning
We believe that PSRL offers comparable performance to the computationally intractable
OFU-RL algorithm that uses appropriately designed confidence sets to overcome shortcomings
discussed in the previous section. Previous work (Russo and Van Roy, 2014; Osband et al.,
2013) showed that we can the analysis for any optimistic frequentist regret bound to prove
a matching Õ(·) Bayesian expected regret
√ bound for PSRL. This previous work used the
analysis for UCRL2 to establish a Õ(HS AT ) bound on the expected regret.
In√this section, we present a new result that bounds the expected regret of PSRL
Õ(H SAT ). The proof of this result is long and technical, but the main argument comes
from the simple observations in Section 3. The key result comes from recent work on GaussianDirichlet concentration (Osband et al., 2014) which we push the details to Appendix C. We
also
√ include a conjecture that improved analysis could result in a Bayesian regret bound
Õ( HSAT ) for PSRL, and that this result in unimprovable (Bartlett and Tewari, 2009;
Osband and Van Roy, 2016). We present a rough outline of this argument in Appendix E, the
key step of which is to incorporate a local variance argument similar to Dann and Brunskill
(2015). Importantly, this new analysis of PSRL does not affect the actual algorithm, which
retains computational cost no greater than solving a single known MDP.
Theorem 1 Let M ∗ be the true MDP distributed according to prior φ with any independent
Dirichlet prior over transitions. Then the regret for PSRL is bounded
h
i
 √

E Regret(T, π PSRL , M ∗ ) = Õ H SAT .
(4)
Conjecture 2 For any prior over rewards with r ∈ [0, 1] and sub Gaussian noise and any
independent Dirichlet prior over transitions, we conjecture that
h
i
√

E Regret(T, π PSRL , M ∗ ) = Õ
HSAT ,
(5)
and that this matches the lower bounds for any algorithm up to logarithmic factors.
We now discuss a computational study designed to illustrate how learning times scale
with S and H, and to empirically investigate Conjecture 2. The class of MDPs we consider
involves a long chain of states with S = H = N and with two actions: left and right. Each
episode the agent begins in state 1. The optimal policy is to head right at every timestep, all
other policies have zero expected reward. Inefficient exploration strategies will take Ω(2N )
episodes to learn the optimal policy (Osband et al., 2014).

Figure 4: A family of MDPs designed to highlight the need for efficient exploration.
We evaluate several learning algorithms from five random seeds and N = 2, .., 100 for
one million episodes each. Our goal is to investigate√their empirical performance and scaling.
We highlight results for three algorithms with Õ( T ) regret bounds: UCRL2, Gaussian
PSRL and PSRL. We implement UCRL2 with confidence sets optimized for finite horizon
MDPs. For the Bayesian algorithms we use a uniform Dirichlet prior for transitions and
5

N (0, 1) prior for rewards. Gaussian PSRL is a Gaussian approximation to PSRL, similar to
RLSVI with tabular basis functions (Osband et al., 2014). Gaussian PSRL also satisfies the
bounds of Theorem 1, but would not satisfy the arguments for Conjecture 2. We include this
algorithm as part of our empirical investigation into Conjecture 2 and include full details for
this algorithm in Appendix D. Full details and source code are available in Appendix F.
Figure 5 display the regret curves for these algorithms for N ∈ {5, 10, 30, 50}. As
suggested by our analysis, PSRL outperforms Gaussian PSRL which itself outperforms
UCRL2. These differences seems to scale with the length of the chain N and that even for
relatively small MDPs, PSRL is many orders of magnitude more efficient than UCRL2.

Figure 5: PSRL outperforms other methods by large margins.
We investigate the empirical scaling of these algorithms with respect to N . The results
of Theorem 1 and Conjecture 2 would suggest that up to o(log(N )):
log(T̃ UCRL2 ) ' 5 log(N ), log(T̃ GaussPSRL ) ' 4 log(N ), log(T̃ PSRL ) ' 3 log(N ).

Figure 6 displays T̃ (0.1) for UCRL2, Gaussian PSRL and PSRL. Along side these results
we also draw dotted √
lines with slope
which are the scalings associated
√ 5, 4 and 3 respectively,
√
with bounds Õ(HS AT ), Õ(H SAT ) and Õ( HSAT ) respectively. We find that the
emprical results match the results of Theorem 1 and provide some support to Conjecture 2.

Figure 6: Empirical scaling matches results suggested by our analysis.
PSRL is orders of magnitude more statistically efficient than UCRL and S-times less
computationally expensive. We believe that analysts will be able to formally specify
an OFU approach to RL whose statistical efficiency matches PSRL. However, we argue
that the resulting confidence sets which address both the coupling over H and S will
result in a computationally intractable optimization problem. Posterior sampling offers a
computationally tractable approach to statistically efficient exploration.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A. The problem with optimistic algorithms
In Algorithm 1 and 2 we present a simplified pseudocode for the general approach of optimism
in the face of uncertainty (OFU) and posterior sampling reinforcement learning.
Algorithm 1 OFU RL

Algorithm 2 PSRL

1: Input: confidence set constructor Φ
2: for episode k=1,2,.. do
construct confidence set Mk = Φ(Hk1 )
3:
M
4:
compute µk ∈ argmax maxM ∈Mk Vµ,1
µ

5:
for time h=1,2,..,H do
6:
take action akh =µk (skh ,h)
7:
observe rkh and skh+1
8:
update Hkh +∪ (akh ,rkh ,skh+1 )
9:
end for
10: end for

1: Input: prior distribution φ
2: for episode k=1,2,.. do
3:
sample MDP Mk ∼ φ(·|Hk1 )
Mk
4:
compute µk ∈ argmaxVµ,1
µ

5:
for time h=1,2,..,H do
6:
take action akh =µk (skh ,h)
7:
observe rkh and skh+1
8:
update Hkh +∪ (akh ,rkh ,skh+1 )
9:
end for
10: end for

To understand when and why optimistic algorithms sacrifice statistical efficiency, it is
useful to review an example along the lines of one discussed in (Russo and Van Roy, 2014).
Our example involves a maximal-reward path problem and offers a simple context that
facilitates illustration of a basic phenomenon. Just like the RL problem, this maximal-reward
path problem involves learning to solve a random MDP M ∗ = (S, A, R∗, P ∗, H, ρ). Let S
be deterministic with H = A = S. The transitions P M (s, a) assign probability one to
state a so that the action dictates the state transition. The mean rewards are distributed
∗
rM (s, a) ∼ N (1{s 6= a}, 1) independently across state-action pairs, and R∗ (s, a) assign
∗
probability one to rM (s, a). The initial distribution ρ assign probability one to s = 1. This
environment can be thought of as a graph with S densely-connected vertices and edges
that offer normally distributed rewards. As with our reinforcement learning formulation, we
consider learning to solve this problem over repeated episodes, but we introduce one difference.
Instead of observing a sample from R∗ (skh , akh ) when action akh is selected at state skh ,
the agent only observes a noise-corrupted version of the cumulative reward in an episode.
P
M ∗ (s , a ) + w ,
In particular, at the end of the kth episode, the agent observes H
kh kh
k
h=1 r
where wk ∼ N (0, 1).
Proposition 3 of (Russo and Van Roy, 2014), translated to our current context, establishes
that for our maximal-reward path problem, the Bayesian expected regret of PSRL satisfies
h
i
√
E Regret(T, π PSRL , M ∗ ) = Õ( HSAT ).

(6)

One can design an OFU-based algorithm that obeys the same bound, as established in
(Dani et al., 2008). Such an algorithm would, before each episode, construct an ellipsoidal
confidence set characterized by a level set of the posterior distribution over mean rewards,
which is a normal distribution over S × A variables. Then, it would select the policy and
combination of mean rewards from this set to maximize expected reward over the next
episode. Such an algorithm would enjoy expected regret competitive with that of PSRL but,
9

as observed in (Dani et al., 2008), it requires solving an NP-hard optimization problem at
the start of each episode. PSRL, on the other hand, is computationally efficient since it only
involves solving a single known MDP.
An alternative and computationally efficient OFU algorithm generates an independent
confidence interval for each edge’s mean reward and combines these to give hyper-rectangular
confidence sets. Using these confidence sets, you can establish a regret bound of the form
h
i
√
E Regret(T, π OFUrect , M ∗ ) = Õ(HS AT ),

(7)

√
which sacrifices a factor of HS relative to ellipsoidal bounds in (6). The reason for this
loss in statistical efficiency is intuitive, as we now explain. A hyper-rectangular confidence
set supplies a separate confidence interval for each edge’s mean reward. Each interval has
to be wide enough to include all statistically plausible values. When these intervals are
combined, the resulting hyper-rectangle will contain combinations of edge rewards that are
not statistically plausible. In particular, though having one of the mean rewards at the
boundary of its confidence interval may be statistically plausible, having mean rewards
of all edges simultaneously at their respective boundaries should not be. As such, hyperrectangular confidence sets force OFU-based algorithms to be overly conservative in ruling
out combinations of mean rewards, which impedes learning.
A similar issue arises in building confidence sets of MDPs for general reinforcement learning. To facilitate computational tractability, OFU-based reinforcement learning algorithms
maintain separate confidence sets for uncertainties associated with separate state-action
pairs. These are sometimes confidence sets of transition probabilities and mean rewards and
are sometimes confidence sets of state-action values. In either case, the independence of these
confidence sets introduces statistical inefficiencies akin to those we discussed in the context
of our maximal-reward path problem. A more statistically efficient OFU-based algorithm
would construct confidence sets that correspond to level sets of a posterior distribution over
MDPs. This would, however, likely give rise to computationally intractable optimization
problems since the confidence bounds are coupled across each state and action through time.
PSRL naturally samples from the properly calibrated posterior distribution which enables
its relative statistical efficiency, but at a computational cost no greater than solving a single
known MDP. By comparison even statistically loose hyper-rectangular approximations such
as UCRL2 are S-times more computationally expensive (Jaksch et al., 2010).

Appendix B. Computational illustration
In this section we expand upon the simple examples given by Section ?? to a full decision
problem with two actions. We define an MDP similar to Figure 1 but now with two actions.
The first action is identical to Figure 1, but the second action modifies the transition
probabilities to favour the rewarding states with probability 0.6/N and assigning only 0.4/N
to the non-rewarding states.
We now investigate the regret of several learning algorithms which we adapt to this
setting. These algorithms are based upon BEB (Kolter and Ng, 2009), BOLT (Araya et al.,
2012), -greedy with  = 0.1, Gaussian PSRL (see Appendix D), Optimistic PSRL (which
takes K = 10 samples and takes the maximum over sampled Q-values similar to BOSS
10
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(Asmuth et al., 2009)), PSRL (Strens, 2000), UCFH (Dann and Brunskill, 2015) and UCRL2
(Jaksch et al., 2010). We link to the full code for implementation in Appendix F.

Figure 7: Known rewards R and unknown transitions P , similar to Figure 3a.

Figure 8: Unknown rewards R and known transitions P , similar to Figure 3b.
We see that the loose estimates in OFU algorithms from Figure 3 lead to bad performance
in a decision problem. This poor scaling with the number of successor states N occurs
when either the rewards or the transition function is unknown. We note that in stochastic
environments the PAC-Bayes algorithm BOLT, which relies upon optimistic fake prior data,
can sometimes concentrate too quickly and so incur the maximum linear regret. In general,
although BOLT is PAC-Bayes, it concentrates too fast to be PAC-MDP just like BEB
(Kolter and Ng, 2009).
In Figure 9 we see a similar effect as we increase the episode length H. We note the
second order UCFH modification improves upon UCRL2’s miscalibration with H, as is
reflected in their bounds (Dann and Brunskill, 2015). We note that both BEB and BOLT
scale poorly with the horizon H.
11

Figure 9: Unknown rewards R and transitions P , similar to Figure 3c.

Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 1
The first step of this proof relies upon a delicate conditioning argument that, conditional
upon any possible history of data Hk the sampled MDP Mk is equal in distribution to the
true MDP M ∗ . This observation allows us to relate quantities that depend upon the true, but
unknown MDP M ∗ , to those of the sampled MDP Mk , which is fully observed by the agent.
We introduce σ(Hk1 ) as the σ-algebra generated by the history up to episode k (Doob, 2012).
Readers unfamiliar with measure theory can think of this as “all the information known just
before the start of episode k”. When we say that a random variable X is σ(Hk1 )-measurable,
intuitively this means that although X is random, it is deterministically known given the
information contained in Hk1 .
Lemma 3 (Posterior sampling)
If φ is the distribution of M ∗ then for any σ(Hk1 )-measurable function f ,
E [f (Mk )|Hk1 ] = E [f (M ∗ )|Hk1 ] .

(8)

Lemma 3 allows us to relate the regret of any optimistic algorithm to PSRL. Now the
imagined MDP Mk is sampled according to the posterior distribution for M ∗ conditional on
the data Hk1 , rather than chosen optimistically. Just as before we decompose the regret,
∗

∗

M
∆k = VµM
M∗ ,1 − Vµk ,1
∗
∗
k
k
= V∗,1
− Vk,1
+ Vk,1
− Vk,1
∗
k
k
∗
= Vk,1
− Vk,1
+ V∗,1
− Vk,1
.

|

{z

∆conc
k

}

|

{z

∆opt
k

(9)

}

into the regret from optimism ∆opt
and the regret from concentration ∆conc
. Lemma 3
k
k
∗
implies E[f (Mk )] = E[f (M )] for all k through the tower property of conditional expectation
and so E[∆opt
k ] = 0 for all k. Our proof strategy will now conclude as per the optimistic
analysis, with a concentration result for ∆conc
.
k
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We can apply Lemma 3 together with the the Bellman decomposition from Osband et al.
(2013) to write the expected regret from concentration for PSRL:


E

∆conc
k



Hk1 = E

" H
X

H
X

∗

(rk − r ) (xkh ) +

h=1

#
T

∗

((Pk − P )(xkh ))

k
Vk,h+1

Hk1 ,

(10)

h=1

where we use xkh as a shorthand for the state action pair (skh , akh ). Crucially, these
expressions only depend upon the states and actions xkh which are actually chosen by PSRL
in episode k.
We now introduce some notation for the posterior mean estimate at the start of episode
k. Let r̂k (x) := E [r∗ (x) | Hk1 ] and also P̂k (x) := E [P ∗ (x) | Hk1 ]. We note that, conditional
on the data at the start of episode k, the true MDP M ∗ and the sampled MDP Mk are
independent and identically distributed. Therefore E[r∗ (x)|Hk1 ] = r̂k (x) and E[P ∗ (x)|Hk1 ] =
P̂k (x). By contrast the sampled reward and transition functions rk , Pk will not be unbiased
since the policy PSRL chooses is optimized with respect to these imagined samples. We
introduce two new variables to represent this noise from sampling
wkR (xkh ) := r̂k (xkh ) − rk (xkh ),
wkP (xkh ) :=



(11)

P̂k (xkh ) − Pk (xkh )

T

k
Vk,h+1
.

(12)

We can rewrite the concentration error (10) in terms of these variables,


E ∆conc
k



Hk1 = E

" H
X

wkR (xkh ) + wkP (xkh )

#



Hk1 .

(13)

h=1

We can complete the regret bound by controlling this deviation from sampling.
C.1 Controlling the contributions from rewards
We can bound the contribution from unknown rewards wkR (xkh ) with a standard argument
from earlier work (Jaksch et al., 2010; Osband et al., 2013). Our first step is a Lemma to
bound the concentration from sub Gaussian random variables.
Lemma 4 (Tail bounds for sub Gaussian random variables)
Let x1 , .., xn be independent samples from sub Gaussian random variables. For any  > 0
n
1 X
P
xi ≥ 
n i=1

!

n2
≤ exp log(2) −
2

!

.

(14)

We can rearrange this result to give bounds which hold with high probability, for any δ > 0


n
1 X
P
xi ≥
n i=1

s



2 log(2/δ) 
≤ δ.
n

(15)

Proof This is a standard result for sub Gaussian random variables Buldygin and Kozachenko
(1980).
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We apply Lemma 4 to the errors of the empirical estimate for the mean reward, conditional
upon the history Hk1 . By posterior sampling, the true rewards are identically distributed to
the sampled rewards conditional on any data. We conclude via a triangle inequality to give
Lemma 5.
Lemma 5 (Reward concentration)
For any prior distribution φ over rewards in [0, 1], state-action pair xkh and any δ > 0 then
conditional upon any history Hk1 :
s

|wR (xkh )| ≤ 2

2 log(2/δ)
nk (xkh )

(16)

with probability at least 1 − δ.
C.2 Controlling the contributions from transitions
The main difficulty in reinforcement learning comes from the contributions of unknown
transitions wkP (xkh ). Typical optimistic algorithms, such as UCRL Jaksch et al. (2010), use
a Hölder inequality
k
|wkP (xkh )| ≤ kP̂k (xkh ) − Pk (xkh )k1 kVk,h+1
k∞ .

(17)

They then bound the L1 deviation in the estimate of Pk and an upper bound on the span of
the imagined optimal value via Lemma 6 (Bartlett and Tewari, 2009; Jaksch et al., 2010).
Lemma 6 (L1 bounds for the empirical distribution over finite sets)
Let y1 , .., yn be IID samples from a distribution P ∗ over a finite set S = {1, .., S}. Define
P
the empirical distribution P̂ := n1 ni=1 δyi (s), where δs is the probability mass function over
S that assigns all mass to s. Then, for any  > 0 the deviation the true distribution P ∗ to
the empirical estimate P̂ is bounded in probability
n2
P kP ∗ − P̂ k1 ≥  ≤ exp S log(2) −
2




!

.

(18)

We can rearrange this result to give bounds which hold with high probability, for any δ > 0


s
∗

P kP − P̂ k1 ≥



2S log(2/δ) 
≤ δ.
n

(19)

Proof This is a relaxation of the result proved by Weissman Weissman et al. (2003).

The key step to our proof is a new result that bounds |whP | in terms of a Gaussian
posterior, even though the underlying posterior distribution is not Gaussian. At the root of
our argument is the notion of stochastic optimism (Osband et al., 2014), which introduces a
partial ordering over random variables.
14
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Definition 7 For any X and Y real-valued random variables we say that X is stochastically
optimistic for Y if for any u:R→R convex and increasing E[u(X)] ≥ E[u(Y )]. We will use
the notation X <so Y to express this relation.
At a high level, we establish that posterior sampling with a correct prior can be approximated by posterior sampling with an incorrect prior if the mis-specified prior and all
possible posteriors are stochastically optimistic the corresponding true prior and posteriors.
The key to our analysis for Theorem 1 comes from Lemma 11 which show that the
estimates for PSRL concentrate at a rate independent of S. The intuition for this result is
very similar to Lemma 8, which was established by Osband et al. (2014). Just as in this
earlier work, we compare the concentration with an optimistic Gaussian approximation, and
reproduce three Lemma 8, 9 and 10 earlier work (Osband et al., 2014).
Lemma 8 (Gaussian vs Dirichlet optimism)
P
Let Y = P T V for V ∈ [0, 1]S fixed and P ∼ Dirichlet(α) with α ∈ RS+ and Si=1 αi ≥ 2. Let
X∼

N (µ, σ 2 )

PS
P
−1
α i Vi
S
, then X <so Y .
with µ = Pi=1
, σ2 =
S
i=1 αi
i=1

αi

Lemma 9 Let Y =P > V for the random variable P ∼Dirichlet(α) and constants V ∈RS and
P
α∈RS+ . Without loss of generality, assume V1 ≤V2 ≤···≤VS . Let α̃= si=1 αi (Vi −V1 )/(Vd −V1 )
P
and β̃ = di=1 αi (Vd −Vi )/(Vd −v1 ). Then, there exists a random variable p̃∼Beta(α̃,β̃) such
that, for Ỹ = p̃Vd +(1− p̃)V1 , E[Ỹ |Y ]=E[Y ].


Lemma 10 Let Ỹ ∼ Beta(α, β) for any α > 0, β > 0and x ∼ N µ =

α
2
α+β , σ

=

1
α+β



.

Then, X <sc Ỹ whenever α + β ≥ 2.
The only difficulty in extending these results is that unlike Lemma 8, the future value
may itself be a random variable whose value is not independent of the sampled
k
transition Pk (xkh ). Our strategy will be to show that, although Vkh+1
can vary with Pk , the
P
structure of the MDP means that resultant w (xkh ) is still no more stochastically optimistic
than the most optimistic possible fixed V ∈ [0, H]S .
k
Vkh+1

Lemma 11 (Transition concentration)
For any independent prior over rewards with r ∈ [0, 1] and sub Gaussian noise and
independent Dirichlet posterior over transitions at state-action pair x, then
s

whP (xkh )

≤ 2H

2 log(2/δ)
max(nk (xkh ) − 2, 1)

(20)

with probability at least 1 − δ.
Proof We begin this proof only for the simply family of MDPs with S = 2, which we call
M2 . We write p := Pk (xkh )(1) for the first component of the unknown transition at xkh
15

and similarly p̂ := P̂k (xkh )(1). We can then bound the transition concentration,
|whP (xkh )| =

k
|(Pk (xkh ) − P̂k (xkh ))T Vkh+1
|

=

k
k
|(p − p̂)(Vkh+1
(1) − Vkh+1
(2))|

≤

k
k
|(p − p̂)||(Vkh+1
(1) − Vkh+1
(2))|

≤

k
k
|p − p̂| sup |(Vkh+1
(1) − Vkh+1
(2))|

≤

|(p − p̂)|H

Rk ,Pk

(21)

The results of Lemma 10 imply that for all p ∼ Beta(α) with αT 1 ≥ 2 and X ∼ N (0, σ 2 =
1/αT 1) then
X <so p − p̂ =⇒ |X|H <so |p − p̂|H <so |whP (xkh |.
(22)
We can conclude the proof for M2 through a concentration result for the optimistic Gaussian
approximation H|X| and Lemma 4.
The remaining task to prove Lemma 11 is to extend this argument to multiple states
S > 2. To do this, we use a similar argument to Lemma 9. Consider |whP (xkh )| =
k
|(Pk (xkh ) − P̂k (xkh ))T Vkh+1
|. Imagine that, for any fixed Pk (xkh ) we then allow Rk and
0
k
k
Pk (x 6= x) to vary to maximize |(Pk (xkh ) − P̂k (xkh ))T Vkh+1
| through the resulting Vkh+1
.
k
For any such Vkh+1 , the resulting random variable would be stochastically dominated by a
k
matching Beta distribution by Lemma 9. In turn, since we know that Vkh+1
∈ [0, H]S we
can bound this term by the results of (21). This completes the proof of Lemma 11.

C.3 Completing the regret bound
We now combine Lemma 5 with Lemma 11 to bound the regret from concentration in PSRL.
We rescale δ ← δ/2SAT so that these confidence sets hold at each R(s, a), P (s, a) in union
bound
E

hP
H

h=1

n

o

|wR (xkh )| + |whP (xkh )|

i

| Hk1 ≤

r

PH

h=1 2 (H + 1)

2 log(2SAT )
max(nk (xkh )−2,1) ,

(23)

with probability at least 1 − T1 .
We can now use (23) to complete our proof of Theorem 1 using a pigeonhole principle
over the worst-case number of visits to each state and action:
h

E Regret(T, π

PSRL

∗

i

,M )

≤

PdT /He PH

h=1 2(H

k=1

r

+ 1)

2 log(2SAT )
nk (xkh )

+ 2SA + 1

q

≤ 10H SAT log(2SAT ).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Importantly, we note that at no point in our proof did we require the samples were
taken from exact posterior distribution for Mk . Our only requirement was that the sampled
k
∗
value function
√ was stochastically optimistic Vk1 <so V∗1 . This observation suggests that a
similar Õ(H SAT ) bound for a posterior sampling algorithm with a mis-specified Gaussian
posterior. The proof techniques we use for Lemma 11 essentially work via comparison to
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a stochastically optimistic Gaussian perturbation for the transition concentration. This
suggests an algorithm which does exactly this, but should still satisfy precisely the same
analytical guarantees we have established in Theorem 1, but with a mis-specified Gaussian
sampling posterior.
We call this algorithm Gaussian PSRL and describe this algorithm in full Appendix D.
It should be clear that we believe Gaussian PSRL is generally an inferior algorithm to PSRL
- it uses the wrong posterior distribution. However, Gaussian PSRL may be more amenable
to analysis and provides some insight into what kinds of frequentist robustness is available
to PSRL. It is interesting in its own right that this mis-specified sampling scheme can still
satisfy the same Õ(·) bounds we have established in this paper

Appendix D. Gaussian PSRL
Our proof for PSRL actually worked by comparing the (correct) posterior estimates for PSRL
with a posterior as if the underlying system were Gaussian. This algorithm is essentially idential to RLSVI with a tabular basis functions, but without the complications from the shrinkage
towards zero (Osband et al., 2014). Importantly, RLSVI in that form treats the MDP
√ as if it
RLSVI
∗
were time-inhomogeneous, which leads it to have E[Regret(T, π
,M √
)] = Õ( H 3 SAT )
GaussPSRL
∗
rather than Gaussian PSRL which is E[Regret(T, π
, M )] = Õ( H 2 SAT ).
Algorithm 3 Gaussian PSRL
1: Input: Reward prior φ and Dirichlet transition prior counts α0 (s, a) ∈ RS
+ for each (s, a).
2: Initialize: H = ∅, α(s, a) ← α0 (s, a) for all s, a
3: for episode k = 1, 2, .. do
4:
Qkh+1 (s, a) ← 0 for all s, a
5:
sample rk (s, a) ∼ φ(·|H)
 for all s, a

6:

7:
8:

2

H
sample wkP (s, a) ∼ N µ = 0, σ 2 = α(s,a)
for time h = H, H − 1, .., 1 do
k
Vh+1
← maxα Qkh+1 (s, α) for all s

for all s, a

α(s,a)T V k

+ wkP (s, a) for all s, a
9:
Qkh (s, a) ← rk (s, a) + α(s,a)Th+1
1
10:
end for
11:
for time h = 1, 2, .., H do
12:
take action akh ∈ arg maxa Qkh (skh , a)
13:
observe rkh and skh+1
14:
update reward history H = H ∪ (skh , akh , rkh )
15:
update transition α(skh , akh )[skh+1 ] ++
16:
end for
17: end for

The proof of these regret bounds is precisely the same as the argument we give for PSRL
and√Theorem 1. That said, we actually believe that PSRL will satisfy a stronger result
Õ( HSAT ) as presented in Conjecture 2. We present the argument for this conjecture below
in Appendix E. Importantly, this sketched argument would not apply the Gaussian PSRL.
The reason we include Gaussian PSRL in our experiments
is because it is the only practical
√
algorithm we know of that satisfies and Õ(H SAT ) expected regret bound, but would
not satisfy the arguments of Appendix E. We include Gaussian PSRL as a benchmark for
17

experiments in Section 4 in order to provide some kind of reference to investigate Conjecture
2.
Complete code for PSRL and Gaussian PSRL is available at https://github.com/
iosband/TabulaRL, together with all the other experiments of the paper.

Appendix E. Towards a tight analysis of PSRL
P
The key remaining loose piece of our analysis concerns the summation H
kh ). Our
h=1 wh (x
q
H
P
current proof of Theorem 1 bounds each wh (xkh ) indepedently. Each term is Õ( nk (x
)
kh )

P

q

H
and we bound the resulting sum Õ(H nk (x
). However, this approach is very loose. In
kh )
particular, to repeat our geometric intuition, we have assumed a worst-case hyper-rectangle
over all timesteps H when the actual geometry should be an ellipse.
It is not possible to sequentially get the “worst-case” transitions O(H) at each and every
timestep during an episode, since once your sample gets one such transition then there will
be no more future value to deplete. A very similar observation is used by recent analyses in
the sample complexity setting Lattimore and Hutter (2012) and also finite horizon MDPs
(Dann and Brunskill, 2015). This seems to suggest that it should be possible to combine the
insights of
with, for example, Lemma 4 of Dann and Brunskill (2015) to remove
√ Lemma 11 √
both the S and the H from our bounds to prove Conjecture 2.
We note that this informal argument would not apply Gaussian PSRL, since it generates
wP from some Gaussian posterior which does not satsify the Bellman operators. Therefore,
we should be able to find some evidence for this conjecture if we find domains where UCRL,
Gaussian PSRL and PSRL all demonstrate their (unique) predicted scalings.

Appendix F. Chain experiments
All of the code and experiments used in this paper are available in full at https://github.
com/iosband/TabulaRL. We hope that researchers will find this simple codebase useful for
quickly prototyping and experimenting in tabular reinforcement learning simulations.
In addition to the results already presented we also investigate the scaling of similar
Bayesian learning algorithms BEB Kolter and Ng (2009) and BOLT Araya et al. (2012).
We see that neither algorithms scale as gracefully as PSRL, although BOLT comes close.
However, as observed in Appendix B, BOLT can perform poorly in more highly stochastic
environments. BOLT also requires S-times more computational cost than PSRL or BEB.
We include these algorithms in Figure 10.
F.1 Rescaling confidence sets
It is well known that provably-efficient OFU algorithms can perform poorly in practice. In
response to this observation, many practitioners suggest rescaling confidence sets to obtain
better empirical performance (Szita and Szepesvári, 2010; Araya et al., 2012; Kolter and Ng,
2009). In Figure 11 we present the performance of several algorithms with confidence sets
rescaled ∈ {0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1}. We can see that rescaling for tighter confidence sets can
sometimes give better empirical performance. However, it does not change the fundamental
scaling of the algorithm. Also, for aggressive scalings some seeds may not converge at all.
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Figure 10: Scaling of more learning algorithms.

Figure 11: Rescaled proposed algorithms for more aggressive learning.

F.2 Prior sensitivities
We ran all of our Bayesian algorithms with uninformative independent priors for rewards
and transitions. For rewards, we use r(s, a) ∼ N (0, 1) and updated as if the observed noise
were Gaussian with precision τ = σ12 = 1. For transitions, we use a uniform Dirichlet prior
P (s, a) ∼ Dirchlet(α). In Figures 12 and 13 we examine the performance of Gaussian PSRL
and PSRL on a chain of length N = 10 as we vary τ and α = α0 1.
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Figure 12: Prior sensitivity in Gaussian PSRL.

Figure 13: Prior sensitivity in PSRL.
We find that the algorithms are extremely robust over several orders of magnitude.
Only large values of τ (which means that the agent updates it reward prior too quickly)
caused problems for some seeds in this environment. Going forward, developing a more clear
frequentist analysis of these Bayesian algorithms is a direction for important future research.
F.3 Optimistic posterior sampling
We compare our implementation of PSRL with a similar optimistic variant which samples
K ≥ 1 samples from the posterior and forms the optimistic Q-value over the envelope
of sampled Q-values. This algorithm is sometimes called “optimistic posterior sampling”
Fonteneau et al. (2013). We experiment with this algorithm over several values of K but
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find that the resultant algorithm performs very similarly to PSRL, but at an increased
computational cost. We display this effect over several magnitudes of K in Figures 14 and
15.

Figure 14: PSRL with multiple samples is almost indistinguishable.

Figure 15: PSRL with multiple samples is almost indistinguishable.
This algorithm “Optimistic PSRL” is spiritually very similar to BOSS (Asmuth et al.,
2009) and previous work had suggested that K > 1 could lead to improved performance.
We believe that an important difference is that PSRL, unlike Thompson sampling, should
not resample every timestep but previous implementations had compared to this faulty
benchmark (Fonteneau et al., 2013).
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